
forgotten: that simplicity is the 
apanage of grandeur. 

The tragedy of old age is at the 
heart of this film. Its inevitable 
attributes are precisely those which 
tend to deepen at that late stage of 
life. One is the problem of solitude. 
Apart from being cut off from society, 
Rose and Armand have no posterity, 
having already lost their only child, 
whom we are reminded of in a particu
larly moving scene at lunchtime. 
Another is an emotional problem. Not 
that love has disappeared with time; 
on the contrary, it has become immut
able. But love may not be as explicit 
with lost ardour, an afflicting situation 
summarized by Armand in these 
terms: "Pity we are too old to even 
exchange words of love." And death, 
the infallible outcome, is not the least 
of embarrassments to the couple. At 
one point , Armand has a heart seizure 
as he is working in the fields. Lying in 
bed, he will try in vain to recuperate. 
One morning, he gets up and walks to 
the veranda. Rose wakes up instinc
tively and follows him outside , sitting 
next to him. The time has come. They 
die as they have lived, together and in 
harmony. 

A sad film? Not really. Rather a 
deeply moving film. In spite of its 
tragic implications , old age is not pre
sented here tragically, but rather as a 
normal consequence of a fulfilled life 
- after all, they have loved each other 
for more than 50 years. In fact, the 
film looks so natural that the most 
alert cintiphile will believe it was 
achieved through the cinema-verite 
technique. But all is illusion h:!re: Les 
dernieres fian~ailles is pure fiction, not 
a documentary (viz ., Pierre Perrault's 
trilogy based on another old couple, 
the Tremblays.) Two main factors 
account for this effect: the impeccable 
acting, since everything said and done 
is felt; and the slow-paced rhythm of 
the film, well-attuned to the move
ments of the two main characters, by 
making constant use of static shots. 

Les dernieres fian~ailles has the 
rigour , restraint and clarity of the 
French literary classics. Yet , it is emo
tionally dense. In that respect , director 
Jean-Pierre Lefebvre's touch is a beau
tiful blending of Jan Troell and Robert 
Bresson. The film also evokes the 
purity of Bach. Its silences are 
priceless, only intermittently inter
rupted by the sound of a clock , a 
reminder of the erosion of time. 
Lefebvre's twelfth feature film is his 
most accomplished, and a normally 
refractory topic to a 33-year-old film
maker is maturely rendered here. Shot 
in ten days with a budget of $35,000, 

Les dernieres fian~ailles proves that 
ideas, imagination and talent are still 
more important in films than money : 
the presumably essential criteria and 
guarantee of creation and quality. 
Lefebvre is profound, and a master of 
nuance and tenderness. This is a truly 
fine film and a memorable one. 

Rene Rozon 

Bingo 

Bingo a film by Jean-Claude Lord, 
opened a year ago in Quebec and 
promptly became a big hit, drawing 
raves from the French and English 
press. It's easy to see why. Bingo has 
captured the elements of the October 
1970 crisis and put them into a fast
paced, well-structured story. The story 
is not of the events of the period when 
the War Measures Act was in effect, 
but of the fabric and feelings of those 
events. 

It's not necessary that Quebec 
produce the definitive , or any version 
of the October Crisis now; that's a tall 
order, and maybe not possible after 
only a few years. But dealing with the 
origins, effects, resonances of such a 
crisis is important, and it's entirely 
valid to invent a story as a means of 
presenting those ideas. 

The father of a photography 
student, (Rejean Guenette) loses his 
job and the boy joins the strikers at 
the factory . The union leader per
suades him to help the workers by 
taking pictures to publicize the cause. 
Before long he finds himself implicat
ed in kidnapping, bombing, and other 
terrorist acts. Within this story frame
work we see his working class parents, 
the relationship with his girlfriend, his 
idealism and growing dismay at the 
extremism he is caught up in. What 
some may object to in Lord's script is 
its frequently obvious form. It's all 
there, laid out for us to see, almost 
academic in plot development, juxta
position of scenes and climaxes. And 
there is a line or two that indicates all 
too clearly that it is more the 
director-author speaking than the 
character. It's a very "commercial" 
movie. Still, commercial values never 
harmed a good picture and this 
attention to craft and narrative is what 
we have come to miss in recent 
movies. There is a certain delight in 
seeing the form realized so well, like 
watching a good actor and being aware 
of his performance. 

Making us believe in a variety of 
characters is pretty hard to do in any 
movie , and especially difficult where 
different political sympathies are 

present. The characterization is excel
lent here. None of the people are 
simply drawn ; their motives are mixed. 
We begin to understand why they 
behave the way they do , idealistic, 
frightened, bitter, or confused. At the 
end it really is an outrage to see the 
lovers killed , even though it's been 
made to seem inevitable. The movie 
has taught us to care about them. 

Bingo is a melodrama, but it's a 
superior one. In a picture dealing with 
gunplay, idealism, and young love , 
there are surprisingly few cliches. In
stead, there are little touches that 
make it a personal and moving exper
ience: Denys Pelletier in a cameo role , 
playing the" distraught wife of a kid
napped businessman, making an emo
tional plea on television for her 
husband's safety; the jobless father 
(Jean Duceppe) raging drunkenly in 
his disappointment; a bingo party 
coinciding with the climax of terrorist 
acts. Bingo has been called "the best 
Canadian film of international cal
iber". In as much as the film deals 
with Quebec experience and makes it 
accessible to a large audience in that 
province and the rest of Canada, that 
judgement may well be accurate. 

DaVid Roche 

Janis 

Remember the days when you used to 
get so high, man , that you couldn't 
help but boogie along with whatever 
psychedelia was blared at you on un
derground FM? I f not, chances are you 
don't fully remember Janis Joplin , 
either, the first lady of San Francisco 
rock (sorry Grace , but premature 
death does add a certain kind of 
mystique), who used to blow her own 
and our collective minds with South
ern Comfort fumed gut music , deli
vered straight from her non-Presley an 
pelvis. Of her black forebears, Aretha, 
Billie and Bessie , only Franklyn is 
around , the other two immortals are 
with Janis in that Big Blue Soul in the 
sky, their ball and chains dropped 
forever. 

Janis' throaty sounds and soul ling
er on, most recently in the Canadian 
produced feature documentary , Janis. 
Budge Crawley deserves credit (see 
elsewhere in this issue for more de
tails) for spending close to a quarter of 
a million over a four year period secur
ing rights to the choicest available 
footage of her performances. The best 
concert scenes in the film are those 
captured by Clarke Mackey and other 
local cameramen along the 1970 Festi-
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